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"We find here a book where the theory is developed with rigours in parallel with a strong physical intuition. Comparison with experiments and simulations are always proposed and carefully analysed. The book contains at the end a very rich and complete bibliography … I warmly encourage everyone interested in boundary-layer theory to have this book in his bookcase." Physicalia
"… I do recommend the book highly, especially for its long historical perspective, including all the diagrams comparing theory and experiment that remind us that engineering is practical …" SIAM Reviews

This text is the translation and revision of Schlichting's classic text in boundary layer theory.  The main areas covered are laws of motion for a viscous fluid, laminar boundary layers, transition and turbulence, and turbulent boundary layers.    

       Language Notes
   
Text: English, German (translation)
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Biological Data Mining (Chapman & Hall/Crc Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Series)CRC Press, 2009
Like a data-guzzling turbo engine, advanced data mining has been powering post-genome biological studies for two decades. Reflecting this growth, Biological Data Mining presents comprehensive data mining concepts, theories, and applications in current biological and medical research. Each chapter is written by a distinguished...
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The Rational Unified Process An Introduction, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2000
The Rational Unified Process is a software engineering process developed and  marketed by Rational Software. It is a disciplined approach to assigning and  managing tasks and responsibilities in a development organization. The goal of  this process is to produce, within a predictable schedule and budget,  high-quality software that meets...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Great Quotes for All OccasionsAlpha, 2008

	Say the right thing at the right time.

	

	This essential reference brings together well-known (and not-so-well-known!) speakers- including those from the Bible, actors, poets, humorists, scientists, and literary and political figures-whose ideas, activism, services, talent, and labor have influenced society....
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Computer Networks, Fifth Edition: A Systems Approach (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2011


	Once again, this now-classic textbook has been revised to keep it

	up-to-date with our evolving field. While the Internet and its protocols

	now dominate networking everywhere, we see continued evolution

	in the technology used to support the Internet, with switching at “layer 2”

	providing rich functionality and...
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The Thermodynamic Universe: Exploring the Limits of PhysicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
Particle Physics and High Energy Physics have stagnated since the early 1970s. Now, the underlying principle of reductionism -- so sacred to twentieth-century physics -- is itself being questioned. This book examines these tumultuous developments that are leading to a paradigm shift and a new horizon for Physics.
  Presenting the new paradigm...
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Git : Best Practices GuidePackt Publishing, 2014

	Master the best practices of Git with the help of real-time scenarios to maximize team efficiency and workflow


	About This Book

	
		Work with a versioning tool for continuous integration using Git
	
		Learn how to make the best use of Git's features
	
		Comprehensible guidelines...
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